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R34evolutionary conflict. In light of this, it
is significant that other components
of the telomere-capping complex
evolved rapidly within Drosophila [5].
The study by Dubruille et al. [3] is
a critical demonstration of how
evolutionary and functional studies
can mutually inform one another. By
characterizing the function of K81,
they have provided a remarkable
example of how gene duplication can
lead to functional specialization of
telomere-capping proteins in the male
germline. With the great advances in
technology over recent years, it
seems likely that joint evolutionary
and functional approaches such as
this will continue to yield exceptional
insight.References
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the Limb and Body with Vectors
and ScalarsOutgrowth of the embryonic limb in vertebrates is driven by a proximodistal
gradient of cell movement, with WNT and FGF activities controlling direction
and velocity, respectively. A similar gradient, though without a directional bias,
drives caudal body axis extension.Mark Lewandoski
and Susan Mackem
The outgrowth of the posterior axis
of vertebrate embryos has often been
speculatively compared to outgrowth
of the appendages. Indeed, there is
considerable overlap in terms of the
genetic regulation of both processes.
But how the genetic networks instruct
the cellular behaviours that drive axis
and limb bud extension has remained
unclear. Three papers [1–3], one
of them in a recent issue of Current
Biology, now address this issue,
pointing to conserved mechanisms of
cell movement. Although two of these
papers make some use of establishedtechniques such as labelling specific
lineages with vital dyes, the core data
of all three papers are generated by
tracking cell behaviour with
sophisticated time-lapse video
microscopy as development proceeds.
This approach is possible due to the
toolkit of genetically encoded
fluorescent probes now available
to label cells within a tissue or a subset
of structures within individual cells
[4], enabling the determination of
cellular orientation, division plane
and velocity [5].
In all vertebrates, the limb bud first
arises as a local swelling in the lateral
plate mesoderm. Soon after this initial
bud formation, a thick columnarstructure arises, along its distal
margin, called the ‘apical ectodermal
ridge’ (AER). Fibroblast growth factors
(FGFs), in particular FGF8, from the
AER signal to the underlying
mesenchyme and are essential for
limb bud extension and patterning [6].
During outgrowth, the limb bud first
forms as a hemispherical swelling that
then becomes a flat and markedly
elongated structure. This process
has been traditionally perceived as
driven by anisotropic growth that is
spatially graded proliferation at a high
rate in the distal bud mesenchyme,
driven by mitogenic activity of AER-
derived FGF. On the other hand, AER-
specific gene inactivation studies in
the mouse have revealed that although
loss of FGF signalling results in
a much smaller bud, it causes no
clear proliferative or cell survival
defect. On the basis of this
observation, the Martin lab speculated
that a lack of AER-FGF signalling
might impair cell movement in limb
bud initiation [7].
Boehm et al. [5] have recently
addressed the validity of the growth-
driven morphogenesis model using
Dispatch
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measurements of the dynamics of limb
bud shape (by optical projection
tomography) and the spatial
distribution of cell cycle times (by
double labelling of newly made DNA)
together with mathematical modelling
[5]. The proliferation rates they
measured in three dimensions indicate
that graded proliferation is not
sufficiently high or rapid enough
distally to generate elongated limb
outgrowth, as predicted in silico.
Hence, theremust be other ‘directional’
processes, such as oriented cell
division or migration, that drive
morphogenesis. This clarification sets
the stage for two papers, from the
Hopyan [3] and Tabin labs [2], that
examine exactly such directional
processes during limb development.
A third paper, from the Pourquie lab [1],
illuminates how, with the proper
constraints, random cell movement
leads to caudally directed body axis
extension.
Focusing on understanding how the
early limb bud emerges from the
embryonic lateral flank, Wyngaarden
et al. [3] found that, in the mouse,
lateral plate cells enter the nascent
forelimb bud obliquely from rostral
positions and laterally from central
positions, but not from caudal
positions. Lineage tracing in chick and
zebrafish lateral plate cells indicates
that similar movements caused bud
outgrowth, with the caveat that, in fish,
caudal cells also contributed to the
pectoral fin bud. The authors
speculate that this difference may be
due to a lack of general caudal-ward
motion in the fish lateral plate relative
to that of the mouse. The authors
examined cell polarity and division
orientation in both mouse and fish,
and found these parameters linked to
the bias in migration. Importantly, they
found that cell migration velocities
increased proximodistally within the
bud, a feature found in all three
studies.
Grosetal. [2], studyingbothchickand
mouse limbs, focusedmore on limbbud
outgrowth after initial bud formation.
They also found a proximal-distal
gradientofcellmovementvelocity. They
examined the similarity of trajectory of
each cell compared to adjacent cells
(‘coherence’) and the overall linearity of
that trajectory (‘efficiency’) and likewise
found a gradient of these parameters
that increased outward along the
proximodistal axis. Examining cellshape and division, the authors found
that mesenchymal cells near the
ectoderm were elongated toward
the ectoderm and moved toward it.
Moreover, cells tend to divide such
that daughter cells separate along the
directions of movement, with most cells
dividing preferentially along the
proximodistal axis. Interestingly, cells
located in the dorsal and ventral
portions of the bud divided closer to the
dorsoventral axis, with daughter cells
pushed proximally to intercalate via
proximodistally oriented cell
movements, contributing to normal
outgrowth and the flattened paddle-
shaped morphology prominent at later
limb bud stages.
Having established that oriented cell
behaviours control both normal limb
bud initiation and subsequent
outgrowth, the next step was to
identify factors that may control such
behaviours. As Wnt/planar cell
polarity (PCP) signalling is known to
regulate oriented cell movements and
division [8], both groups [2,3]
examined mice lacking Wnt5a, in
which both the limb and caudal body
axis are severely shortened [9]. The
rostrocaudal movements in the
lateral plate mesoderm at very early
limb bud stages were absent in
Wnt5a mutants [3]. As outgrowth
progresses, mutant cells near the AER
migrated with a reduced velocity and
efficiency whereas cells near the
dorsal and ventral ectoderm
displayed a reduction in velocity,
efficiency and coherence [2]. These
disorganized behaviours may account
for the somewhat expanded
dorsoventral axis in Wnt5a mutants.
Both groups found that implanting
a small source of WNT5a protein in
normal buds resulted in nearby
labelled cells orienting or moving
toward the WNT5a source, consistent
with the idea that the normal gradient
of WNT5a in the limb bud [9] may act
as a chemoattractant and instruct
directional cell behaviours. Both
proximodistal extension and
dorsoventral compression appear to
be governed by Wnt/PCP activity,
contributing to the distinctive
paddle-shape of the outgrown
limb bud.
Wyngaarden et al. [3] also tested
other signalling molecules implicated
in limb initiation and/or proliferation
[10], by insertion into the early chick
lateral flank: FGF8, Sonic hedgehog or
retinoic acid. None of these had aneffect on the movement of nearby
cells. This negative result contrasts
with a major effect of FGF identified by
Gros et al. [2] during subsequent limb
bud outgrowth: a reduction in FGF
signalling caused cells to move at
a lower velocity, but did not affect
the orientation of that movement nor
the attendant bias in polarity of cell
division. Conversely, insertion of
a small FGF8 protein source in the
proximal limb bud mesenchyme
caused cells to move with greater
velocity, but with random orientation.
Thus, FGF signalling appears to act as
a scalar, regulating the magnitude but
not the orientation of cell movements.
The proximodistal gradient of cell
movements observed in the limb bud
may reflect the gradient of FGF activity
originating from the AER. Consistent
with this view, ectopic expression of
a transgene encoding a constitutively
active MEK 1 kinase, which acts
downstream of FGF, abolished spatial
differences in cell velocity. One
possible explanation for why
Wyngaarden et al. [3] saw no FGF8-
bead effect is that at the time of their
insertions into the early lateral plate
limb field, canonical FGF signalling
may be active only in the surface
ectoderm [11]. Once the bud forms,
pERK is present in a clear
proximodistal gradient in the limb
mesenchyme [11], as also confirmed
by Gros et al. [2]. Thus, limb outgrowth
seems to be governed by
a combination of spatially polarized
WNT and FGF signals, which act
essentially as ‘vector’ or ‘scalar’
signals, causing a graded response of
directional cell behaviours or
increased random movement,
respectively.
Benazeraf et al. [1] have now
demonstrated that at least the FGF
component of this model acts
similarly during vertebrate caudal
body axis extension. It was already
known that caudal axis extension,
which occurs by a progressive
deposition of cells at the posterior
pole, shares several features with
limb outgrowth, including a gradient of
FGF activity and downstream pERK
activity (at least in chick embryos)
[12,13]. A key feature of axis extension
is the addition, with clock-like
regularity, of a pair of somites at the
caudal end of the embryo. These
segmented structures are derived
from the presomitic mesoderm,
which, in turn, is expanded by the
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posterior pole of the animal.
After identifying that the caudal
presomitic mesoderm was essential
for axis elongation, Benazeraf et al.
[1] found that cell movement in this
region had a posterior bias toward the
direction of outgrowth, much as is the
case for limb bud outgrowth. However,
when apparent directed cell
movements were then corrected for
elongation of the entire tissue, by
subtracting the movement of the
presomitic mesoderm extracellular
matrix, then the relative cell
movements showed no directional
bias, revealing a gradient of random
motility that increases posteriorly.
Benazeraf et al. [1] then manipulated
FGF signalling with several
approaches. Using a sophisticated
systemof binary transgenesis [14], they
inhibited FGF signalling by expressing
a dominant-negative FGF receptor
specifically in the presomitic
mesoderm. Both this experiment as
well as biochemical inhibition of FGF
signalling produced a shallower
cell-motility gradient and a decrease in
axis extension rate. In complementary
experiments, increased FGF signalling
with an Fgf8-expressing transgene
caused a high level of random cell
motility. Surprisingly, this also caused
a reduction in axis extension, indicating
that a cell-motility gradient was
required for proper caudal outgrowth.
They tested this hypothesis by
inhibiting Rho-kinase or myosin II
phosphorylation. In both cases, the
cell-motility gradient was disrupted
whereas dynamic gene expression
domains governing the molecular
somitogenesis clock were unaffected
[15]. Thus, disruption of cell motility
phenocopied the effect of FGF
manipulations on axis extension,
confirming their hypothesis. In an
important control, inhibition of
proliferation, which is also controlled
by FGF signalling, had no immediate
effect on axis elongation. The authors
thus proposed that an FGF-stimulated
random cell motility gradient drives
elongation.
In silico simulations demonstrated
that graded random motility leads to
caudal extension and generates an
opposing gradient of cell density,
which indeed the authors observed in
the posterior embryo. With the
added constraint of high cell density in
the midline and lateral plate to
impede broadening of thepresomitic mesoderm, the random
motility gradient doesn’t require other
‘vector’ instructions to drive axis
elongation. This leaves the open
question of what role Wnt5a plays in
caudal axis outgrowth. WNT5a is
clearly required for normal body axis
extension [9] but does it play a similar
‘vector’ role in polarizing cell
behaviour in the presomitic
mesoderm as it does in the limb,
which would be most parsimonious,
or does it carry out some other
function?
The parallels between limb
outgrowth and body axis extension
provided by these three studies [1-3]
support ideas that mechanisms
controlling axis and tail extension
might have been co-opted over the
course of evolution to control the
outgrowth of multiple appendages
[16]. It will be interesting to see to
what degree directional cell
behaviours drive the morphogenesis
of other vertebrate structures that
extend from the body, such as
genitalia [17,18]. FGF and WNT
signalling control cell migration in
other developmental contexts across
diverse species, including flies and
worms as well as vertebrates [19,20].
To what extent are the downstream
signalling components conserved?
Conversely, now that common cell
mechanisms appear to operate
between extension of the vertebrate
axis and limb, what distinctions in
these morphogenetic processes
dictate the final differences in shape
achieved? Obviously, exciting work
lies ahead. For those of us training the
next generation of developmental
biologists, we can never overstate the
importance of careful observation of
normal and mutant development.
Now such observation is increasingly
possible at the resolution of individual
cell behaviour in situ, through the
extended eye afforded by video
microscopy.References
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